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ABSTRACT' core. Void fraction is also important in evaluating the liquid
level in the reactor core in case of a pump trip during a small

A new correlation was developed for the drift velocity for low break LOCA (loss of coolant accident) or in a reflooding phase
inlet liquid flux in rod bundle. Based on authors'previous analy- of a large break LOCA where a part of the core is uncovered
sis of drift velocity for large diameter pipe, an analysis was and inlet flow rate is very small or zero.
made on the drift velocity in rod bundle. It is assumed that the
large bubble of which size is several subchannel diameter In view of these, there have been lot of researches for
behaves as slug bubble. Under this assumption, it becomes very developing a reliable method for predicting void fraction in the
important how to define equivalent diameter for rod bundle. In reactor core using drift flux model " and two fluid model -7.

view of physical consideration of slug bubble behavior and In these models, constitutive equations for drift velocity and
previous analysis, an equivalent diameter based on the wetted interfacial drag which are closely related each other are used in
perimeter was found to be most appropriate. evaluating void fraction. These previous methods are success-

ful in evaluating the void fraction for relatively high inlet mass
Using tis equivalent diameter, experimental data of drift veloci- flux and ordinary diameter pipe since the constitutive equations
ty in rod bundle were correlated with dimensional analysis. It in these methods are based on the experiments using ordinary
was found out that for small diameter dimensionless diameter diameter tubes. However, it is pointed out that when the inlet
less than 48) drift velocity increased with square root of diame- velocity is very small and tube diameter is large, measured void
ter which is same dependency of ordinary slug flow correlation. fraction shows much higher values than those predicted by
For larger diameter (dimensionless diameter is more than 48), previous methods. This means the previous correlations for
drift velocity is almost constant and same as that of dimension- drift velocity give much lower values and the previous coffela-
less diameter of 48. The physical meaning of this result was tions for drag coefficient give much higher values for very
considered to be the instability of interface of large slug bubble. small or zero inlet liquid velocity and large diameter tube.
The density ratio between gas and liquid and viscosity of liquid
phase were found to be the main parameters which affect the In view of this one of the authors developed the reliable
drift velocity. This is physically reasonable because density ratio correlation of drift velocity which can be applicable to the very
is related to the buoyancy force and liquid viscosity is related to small or zero inlet liquid flux and large diameter tubes [8].
shear force near solid wall. The experimental data were correlat- This correlation successfully predicts void fraction in large
ed by density ratio and dimensionless liquid viscosity. diameter pool for various diameters, pressures, liquid-gas

combinations.
The obtained dimensionless correlation for the drift velocity in
rod bundle uccessfully correlated experimental data for various However, this correlation is based on the experiments
rod bundles (equivalent diameters), pressures, liquid fluxes etc. and analyses in round tube and applicability to the rod bundle is
It is also consistent with the drift flux correlation for round tube. not confirmed yet. However, as described above, in the safety

analyses of nuclear reactors, accurate correlations for drift veloc-
ity for rod bundle is also needed. When the correlation ob-
tained round tube is applied to the rod bundle, the most inipor-

1. INTRODUCTION tant and difficult problem is equivalent diameter. Therefore,

some physical considerations were carried out for the large
Behavior of gas-liquid two-phase flow in rod bundle is bubble behavior in the rod bundle in the low flow condition and

quite important in evaluating the performance and safety of a new correlations were developed for the drift velocity in rod
nuclear reactor both in the normal and accidental conditions. bundle for very small or zero inlet liquid flux based on the
Among many physical parameters of two-phase flow in rod authors'previous correlation for large diameter tube.
bundle, void fraction (volume fraction of vapor phase) is one of
the most important parameters. In normal operational condi- 2. CORRELATION OF DRIFT VELOCITY FOR LARGE
tion, void fraction is closely related to the burnup of nuclear fuel DIAMETER TUBE
particularly in BWR. In accidental conditions, void fraction is
particularly crucial parameter for the coolability of the reactor As shown previous section, the drift velocity for very
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small or zero inlet liquid flux and large diameter tube is much These experimental results suggest that, for low inlet
larger than that in large liquid flux and ordinary diameter tube. liquid flux, larger bubble (or slug) is formed compared with the
One of the authors developed the correlation of the drift velocity case of larger inlet liquid flux. Since velocity of large bubble or
for this condition. Of course, the correlation for round tube is slug is proportional to the square root of bubble diameter,
no directly applied to rod bundle, it is considered that there are a diameter of this bubble is proportional to the tube diameter for
lot of similarities in physical mechanism for bubble behavior for smaller tube diameter. However, for larger tube diameter, large
low liquid flux condition between round tube and rod bundle. bubble or slug does not grow any more since the instability of
Therefore, here, the correlation of drift velocity for round tube bubble interfaces considered to occur. Actually, in the experi-
which one of the authors developed is briefly reviewed. ments, larger bubble or slug is observed for low inlet liquid flux.

Drift velocities for low liquid flux condition are ob- A wide range of experimental data of drift velocity for
tained by experimental data in following manner. Based on the low inlet liquid flux in round tube are surveyed 8, gas flux fom
basic theory of drift flux odel I-, void fraction a, gas flux j, 0.1 to 25 /s, tube diameter from 0.01 to 0.6m, pressures from

total flux, j, and drift velocity, V. are related by 0.1 to 18.2 a and various liquid gas combinations (air-water,

steam-water, air-glyseline). Based on the physical mechanism

jG/ a= Cj + Vq (1) of behavior of large bubble or slug and dimensional analyses,

the dimensionless correlation of drift velocity for low inlet liquid

where total liquid flux is the sum of gas and liquid flux by flux was obtained which is given by

i =jG jI (2) V. = -CO19D' "" (./P,,) ...... N�L-- "� D. 30

Above mentioned relation is schematically represent in Figl. = O.IM (P-/-P0 D a 30
In the low Wet liquid flux condition, liquid flux is aproximated

to be zero. Then total liquid flux is identical to j.. Therefore, (3)
when experimental obtained relation between void fraction and

gas flux is plotted in Fig. , we obtain the drift velocity as a where V' and D' are dimensionless drift velocity and tube
intersect at =O. diameter Aiined by

V<7; VGi 6040 (4)

jG D D IW�clg A P (5)

N is viscosity number which reflects the effect of liquid phase
.IL .

viscosity given by

N., (6)

As shown in Fig.2, this correlation (Eq.(3)) agrees with

a wide range of experimental data of drift velocity for low inlet

VGj liquid flux in round tube with certain level of accuracy.
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A lot of experimental data of drift velocity for low
liquid flux in round tube show that drift velocity is much 0.001

larger than that for large inlet liquid flux. More careful exami- I 10 D 100 1000

nation of experimental data indicates that the drift velocity for

low liquid flux increases as the 05 power of tube diameter and

becomes constant over certain value of tube diameter (for Fig.2 Comparison between experimental data and the previous
example 0.1 in for air-water two-phase flow at atmospheric
pressure)- correlation [81 of drift velocity for round tube.
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3. EQUIVALENT DIAMErER OF ROD BUNDLE 10 .,..I I I II F[ I I I

As sown in the previous section, the experimenta dta
Of drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux in round tube are suc- 0 Sato et al.(Air-Water)
cessfully correlated by dimensionless correlation based on the A Venkateswararao et at.
physical mechanism of bubble behavior in the low liquid flux 0 Anklam et at.
condition. Similar phenomenon is considered to occur in rod (Steam-Water, 4-75MPa)
bundle for low inlet liquid flux and the correlation obtained =0.35Fg-De
round tube is expected to be extended to the drift velocity in rod
bundle. However, when the correlation obtained in round tube
is applied to rod bundle, we need to define equivalent diameter
for rod bundle.

Most commonly used equivalent diameter for ther- 0.i I I I I FLU

mohydraulic analyses in rod bundle is the hydraulic diameter, 'O.01 Q1 1 0
D. which is defined by De W

DH=4x(Flow area of subchannel)/(Perimeter of subchannel 7 Fig.3 Comparison between experimental data and Sato's coffela-

In rod bundle, this hydraulic diameter is almost equal to the tion (Eq.(9)) of drift velocity for rod bundle.

spacing of each rod.
Experimental observation of two-phase flow in.rod

are several experimental data for drift velocity in bundle for low inlet liquid flux1o indicated that there are larger
rod bundle for low inlet liquid flux 9. The drift velocity bubble or slug which ocupies flow area of several subchannels
predicted by E.(3) putting D=D gives much smaller value than as shown in Fig.4. This experimental observation also suggests
experimental obtained drift veocity for low liquid flux since that there is limitation of the size of larger bubble or slug due to
hydraulic diameter defined by Eq.(7) gives very small value of the instability of bubble interface. This is quite similar to the
diameter. bubble behavior in the round tube for low inlet liquid fux.

In order to overcome this discrepancy, Sato et al. pro-
posed another equivalent diameter based on the rise velocity of
large bubble or slug in non-circular tube and rod bundle with
smaller rod number. The equivalent diameter, denoted by D 
which they proposed is calculated by perimeter of non-circul;�
tube and rod bundle and is defined by

De = P/ x (8)

where P is the perimeter of noncircular tube or subchannel in
rod bundle. Using this equivalent diameter, Sato et al. proposed
the correlation of drift velocity for non-circular tube and rod
bundle which is given by

V a j � 0. 35 vF9 D. (9)

This equation well correlates the drift velocity of their own9 for
non-circular tube and rod bundle with smaller number of rods.
However, when this coff elation is applied to the drift velocity

for rod bundle with larger number of rod for low inlet liquid Fig-4 Behavior of large bubble in rod bundle [10].
flux, this time, it gives much larger drift velocity than that ob-

tained in experiment for rod bundle with much larger number of This result is also consistent with the fact that Sato's
rods 110,111 as shown in Fig.3. This is due to the fact that correlation (Eq.(9)) gives much higher value for rod bundle with
Eq.(8) gives very large equivalent diameter for rod bundle with a large number of rods. Sato's correlation is based on the model
large number of rods. that large bubble covers whole rod bundle. However, there is a

4. DRIFT VELA)CITY CORRELATION FOR ROD BUNDLE limitation of large bubble size and large bubble or slug partially
covers the rod bundle. Therefore, Sato's correlation gives much

As shown in the previous section, the previous correla- higher drift velocity for rod bundle with a large number of rods.

tions for drift velocity with several equivalent diameter give too In view of above, an attempt was made on the derivin a
small or too large drift velocity for low liquid velocity in rod 9
bundle particularly with large number of rods. In order to new correlation of drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux in rod
obtain the more accurate coff elation, we need more detailed bundle. Since the bubble behavior in rod bundle is quite similar
Imowledge of bubble behavior in rod bundle for low inlet liquid to that in round tube, it is assumed that dimensionless number
flux. and its exponents in the correlation for round tube (Eq.(3) is

also applicable to the drift velocity in rod bundle. Furthermore,
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the equivalent diameter for rod bundle, denoted by DB' is Pro- the small diameter region. As discussed above, for more precise
portional to that proposed by Sato et al., Eq.(8). evaluation of K, much more data are needed. Therefore, the

value given by Eq.(13) is roughly approximated value based on
D = KD. (10) the limited experimental data of rod bundle drift velocity at

present.
Since the bubble behavior in rod bundle in complicated and
parameter K is considered to be a function of fluid properties, Equation (11) indicates that for small diameter (dimen-
rod bundle geometry and flow conditions. However, here, as a sionless diameter less than 48) drift velocity increased with
first approximation, K is assumed to be constant and the order of 0.809 power of diameter which is similar dependency to ordi-
unity. nary slug flow correlation which is given by Eq.(9). Actually, as

shown in Fig.3, the data for small diameter (three data points by
Substituting Eq.(10) into Eq.(3) and determining the Sato et al.' are correlated by Eq.(9) with use of Eq.(8). For

constant K by experimental data of drift velocity for low inlet larger diameter (dimensionless diameter is more than 48), drift
liquid flux in rod bundle 9", we finally obtain the nondimen- velocity is almost constant and same as that of dimensionless
sional correlation which is given by diameter of 48.

V:, = 00023D: (P,,/P0 N.L D: .5 48 As schematically shown in Fig.4, there are various sizes

-""57 -0. of bubbles in rod bundle of which drift velocities are different
= 030 0.1P L N.L D: Z- 48 dependingontheirsizes. ThereforeEq.(Il)isinterpretedas

the correlation which gives averaged drift velocity over various
(11) size of bubbles possibly present in rod bundle.

Here, D' is defined by The density ratio between gas and liquid and viscosity
of liquid phase are also the main parameters which affect the

D = D.1,%I�alg A P� (12) drift velocity. This is physically reasonable because density ratio
is related to the buoyancy force and liquid viscosity is related o

As shown in Fig.5, the present correlation (Eq.(11)) shear force near solid wall. However, at present, the experi-
agrees with experimental data of drift velocity for low inlet mental data for drift velocity in rod bundle are quite insufficient
liquid velocity in rod bundle, although the experimental data are as shown in Fig.4 (only 7 data point). The present correlation is
scarce compared with the case of round tube. In Fig.5, the based on the limited experimental condition of atmospheric air-
experimental data of Sato et al. (air-water, atmospheric pres- water system and steam-water system with pressures from 4 to
sure, 7 rods bundle), Venkateswararao et al. (air-water, atmos- 7.5 Mpa, number of rods ranging from 7 to 64 and equivalent
pheric pressure, 16 rods bundle) and Anklam et al. steam- diameter, De, from 00778 to 0608 (De' from 28.6 to 388).
water, 4 to 75 Mpa, 64 rods bundle) are shown with their accu- beyond this experimental condition, the extrapolation of present
racy when it is available. correlation should be careful.

5. CONCLUSIONS

0.1
In relation to the accurate valuation of void fraction in

Present Correlation reactor core under accidental condition, the new correlation of
drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux in rod bundle was derived.

U3C Z� Based on the authors' previous correlation for drift
0.01 - velocity in round tube, some consideration were carr ied out on

the equivalent diameter of rod bundle for the prediction of driftato et at.(Air-Water)
A Venkateswararao et at. velocity. The hydraulic diameter and equivalent diameter based

ID * Anklam et al. on the perimeter both overpredict or under predict the experi-
i5 (Steam-Water 4-75MPa)- mental data. Based on the reported experimental observation,

> the physical model was assumed that large bubble or slug over

0.001L several subchannels in rod bundle is formed and there is a limita-

1 1 0 D*e 100 1000 tion of the size of such large bubble or slug.

Based on this physical model and previous correlation

the new correlation of drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux 
Fig.5 Comparison between experimental data and present corre- rod bundle was derived in term of dimensionless parameters.
lation of drift velocity for rod bundle.
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